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Subjective and Behavioral Presence Measurement and Interactivity in the Collaborative 
Augmented Reality Game TimeWarp 

 
Abstract 
Presence measurements are traditionally using a variety of subjective and objective measures. However, constraints 

often result in subjective measurements using questionnaires as a key method of data collection. In this paper we 

present a study of 44 participants of a collaborative augmented reality game known as TimeWarp which used both 

subjective and objective behavioral measures where both video recordings and self-reports about feelings of presence 

were compared. We further investigated the influence of the collaborative nature of the game and of subjectively 

perceived interactivity on perceived presence. Our findings indicate that pointing behavior and verbal responses to 

virtual content within an augmented reality scene are correlated negatively to sense of presence. Our results suggest 

that certain behavioral measures correlate with subjective feelings of presence and can predict the latter in the 

augmented reality game. With regard to collaborative game play and interactivity on presence we found no influence 

for collaborative gameplay, however, the interaction possibilities perceived by the participants predicted their 

experience of social presence with the virtual characters in the game. Implications for presence research are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile location-aware augmented reality (AR) games present a number of challenges for researchers in the field of 

presence. For example laboratory based studies are often impossible due to the close coupling of the game with the real 

environment, therefore tests with systematically controlled variables and removing possible external influences 

remains problematic. Furthermore, the notion of presence within such games still requires considerable work, as by 

default   people   are   “present”   in   reality   but   unlike   virtual   environments are not seeking to remove themselves from 

reality. As a result the sense of presence in any AR game is a mix of both the real and virtual space.  

The TimeWarp game was developed as part of the EC funded IPCity project by Fraunhofer FIT (see [1] for a 

previous version of the game). The game itself takes place in the City of Cologne and utilizes the history and locations 

of the city along with folklore. As such it is an example of the challenges faced by researchers and also provides a 

usecase which explores how specific design decisions within augmented reality games impact upon user behavior and 

their sense of presence. The game uses a compelling narrative which brings together rich 3D augmented reality content 

with characters to create an engaging storyline.  

The goal of the presented study is threefold. First the study was conducted to examine if and which behavioral 

elements  correlate  with  the  player’s  sensation  of  presence.  Therefore,  the  results  of  an  analysis  of  the  players´  behavior  

based on video recordings and their self-reported experience of presence based on presence questionnaires were 

compared. Second, the study examines the influences of the perceived interaction possibilities with virtual characters 

on perceived social presence of these characters. And third, we explore the role of socio-demographic variables and of 

the relationship status of the collaborative players on their experienced sense of presence on different presence 

dimensions.  

 With regard to applied research, it aims at analyzing the forms of presence that can be found in augmented reality 

games. Concerning more fundamental research on presence, it tries to provide evidence which objectively measurable 

aspects can be seen as a means to reliably assess presence via other aspects than self-report. 

2. Theoretical Background 

In order to address the key issues of measuring presence in mobile location-aware augmented reality games the 

following section contains three parts: Presence as a psychological concept, typical measurements of presence, and an 

overview of augmented reality and collaborative game play in relation to presence. 

2.1. Presence 

The concept of presence is defined in different ways: First introduced by Lombard and Ditton in 1997, the term 

presence was used for a “perceptual illusion of nonmediation”  [2, p.3]. This means that the recipient who is subject to 

the feeling of presence is not aware on the medium which is being used i.e. they are not aware of the technology upon 
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which they are experiencing their new reality. Witmer and Singer [3] describe presence differently and define presence 

as a phenomenon where percipients have the experience of being in another place mentally, although the actual body 

does not move. Therefore, presence is also known as the sensation of “being   there”  [3; 4]. Moreover, the perceived 

objects are part of presence definitions [6, p.37]: “a  psychological  state  in  which  virtual  (para-authentic or artificial) 

objects  are  experienced  as  actual  objects  in  either  sensory  or  nonsensory  ways”. 

Two factors that have a high impact on sense of presence are the level of interactivity and realism. The first one of 

course is especially interesting for presence in games, since interactivity is a crucial criterion for video games [7]. It is 

the main characteristic that distinguishes games from other media. Several studies examined the relation of 

interactivity and presence and found that playing a game leads to a higher sense of presence than observing a game [8; 

9]. This might be related to the fact that interactivity also leads both to a higher degree of entertainment [10] and 

arousal [11]. Therefore, interactivity can be seen as an influencing component for the sensation of presence. 

The second aspect is realism. A higher degree of realism that increases perceptions with presence can be reached 

in several ways like, for instance, visual realism [12], 1st person view compared to 3rd person view [13; 14], the usage 

of sound [15], the virtual representation of the body [16; 17] or behavioral realism which is defined as “the  degree  to  

which virtual humans and other objects within [Immersive Virtual Environments] behave as they would in the physical 

world”   [18, p.112]. Therefore, an augmented reality game can create a sense of presence because of both the 

interactivity and the realism that it contains due to a) the mixture of real-world elements and the behavioral realism of 

virtual objects and b) the 1st person view on the real and virtual objects. 

The concept of presence usually contains several very different facets of one phenomenon. Therefore, several sub-

concepts have been developed that try to split the presence concept into clear distinguished aspects. Very common are 

the two sub-concepts: physical presence and social presence. Physical presence can be described as  „the  sense  of  being  

there”  [19, p. 150] and social presence as „the  sense  of  being  together  with  another”  [19, p. 151] or  as  “the  illusion  of  

shared  physical  space”  [20, p. 281]. Since TimeWarp is an augmented reality game the aspect of physical presence and 

the question whether people on the one hand experience the feeling of being in the game and on the other hand 

perceive the augmented objects and characters as real physical objects and characters is of great importance. Moreover, 

in TimeWarp people interact with a human partner and also with augmented characters, hence social presence is also 

relevant to our investigation.  

In the context of the TimeWarp game another facet that has not yet been defined in a sub-concept of presence is 

temporal presence. It is especially interesting for the TimeWarp game since in TimeWarp players are time travelers 

and switch from one time period to another throughout the game. Temporal presence describes the sensation of being 

in the time of the perceived content. For this study measures were developed for temporal presence since it is not 

addressed in other literature yet. In the context of the TimeWarp game, the occurrence of temporal presence is 

presumably also an indicator for presence in general. 
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All of these concepts have general presence aspects in common but differ in their focus on a specific presence 

aspect. 

2.2. Measuring Presence 

Within the presence community it is acknowledged that the measurement of presence faces various challenges in 

developing valid and reliable measures of presence. Presence measures can differ in several ways, e.g. if it is measured 

during the presence experience or afterwards. Current research found that this leads to no effects on the results [21]. 

However, mostly relevant for this paper is the differentiation between subjective measures and objective measures 

[22]. 

Subjective measures offer various benefits. They are easy and inexpensive to use. They also seem to be valid 

measures as they were designed to measure presence in the way the user perceived and feels presence. Since presence 

is defined as a psychological construct thus self-report measures seem to be a reasonable approach. However, there are 

several limitations to these subjective measures. Firstly, they are prone to the well-known demand characteristics. 

Participants try to guess what the researchers are examining and which outcome the investigator expects and then 

answer according to or contrary to these predictions. In addition, reliability problems have been shown [23]. Second, 

presence is regarded as a phenomenon which occurs during the reception of or the interaction with media, but self-

reported measures are mostly post-experimental assessments of this experience. However, there are techniques that use 

a real-time approach to measure presence [e.g. 23], but these procedures are suspected to interfere with the presence 

experience itself. Third, researchers use a broad range of different scales which hinders comparison across studies.  

In contrast, objective measures can be assessed during the experience of presence itself because they are based on 

participants’  physiological  or  behavioral  responses  (e.g.  skin  conductance,  heart  rate,  respiration,  posture,  proxemics,  

gestures). One way to use objective measures is to relate the behavior or physiological responses shown towards a real 

object with those shown towards a virtual object. For instance, Bailenson showed that people apply proxemics rules to 

a virtual human and keep an interpersonal distance to the virtual character comparable to a real human being [24]. In 

this case, participants are only presented virtual stimuli and their responses are then compared to responses usually 

shown towards other humans. Another way of relational measure is the simultaneous presentation of real and virtual 

stimuli as suggested by Prothero, Parker, Furness, and Wells [25].  “The  degree  to  which  subjects  respond  to  the  virtual  

cues   rather   than   the   real   ones   indicates   presence   perceptions.”   [26, p.6]. However, also objective measures have 

disadvantages. They are often expensive in terms of technical equipment which is needed to conduct these assessments 

and also in terms of time needed for analysis. Additionally, as a precondition for these forms of measurements the 

relation between the behavior and the concept of presence needs to be clear. A way to resolve this problem is to 

establish the relation between both approaches clearly. Studies can then validate self-reported measures by additionally 

using behavioral measures and vice versa. 
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Behavioral measures that were not related to psycho physiological feedback were used rather rarely so far, so some 

examples should be presented in detail: Slater, Usoh, and Chrysanthou [27] showed a relation between the pointing 

behavior of a person in a virtual reality and perceived presence. They asked participants to either point to a virtual 

object or a real one without letting the participant know which one they meant. If they chose the virtual object it was 

interpreted as a higher degree of presence in the virtual environment. Another study by Freeman, Avons, Meddis, 

Pearson, and IJsselsteijn [28] chose the body posture as an operationalization of presence when the participants 

watched the record of a car race. Especially the operationalization of presence in the latter study seems rather obvious. 

Slater et al. [29] claim that behavioral measures should be used only when there is an obvious behavior that can be 

shown when perceiving the stimulus. 

In this paper this approach will be applied. Behavioral measures will be compared to subjective presence ratings by 

the participants. By this, the potential of the behavior to serve as an indicator of perceived presence will be examined. 

2.3. Augmented Reality 

Augmented reality (AR) is a form of a mix between real world and virtual reality (VR). A virtual reality lets a user 

interact with a virtual environment. „Whereas   VR   is   the   construction   of   a   synthetic   environment, AR extracts 

information from the real world and augments  it”  [30, p.19]. AR application mix real environments with virtual objects 

like visual, acoustic, or haptic elements. “Ideally,  it  would  appear  to  the  user  that  the  virtual  and  real  objects  coexisted  

in  the  same  space”  [31, p.336]. This can be done with cameras, monitors, or see-through and head-mounted displays 

(HMDs) [32]. According to Höhl [33, p. 12], monitor-based systems are „less   suitable   for   immersive   display   than  

HMDs“.  Additionally to the display, tracking systems e.g. for head movements or other input devices can be used to 

make the experience more realistic. Therefore, AR has a possibility to create an environment with which the user can 

interact in a more natural way [34]. 

AR-applications can be found in several domains: The car industry for example develops prototypes often using 

AR environments [33]. Research on how to improve common techniques with using AR is conducted in the area of 

medicine, e.g. for biopsies [35]. Another area where AR is used is gaming. Several research prototypes, such as the 

early ARQuake [36], explored the space of possibilities. The game industry recently started to develop constrained 

augmented reality games like Nintendo for the 3DS [37]. TimeWarp, the game used in this study, is an example of a 

mobile outdoor mixed reality game developed for pervasive computing and presence research. It is introduced in more 

detail in the method section. 

 

2.4. Collaborative Games and Presence 
 Games that can be or need to be played by more than one player at a time are called collaborative games and 

require collaborative behavior. Here, the players can not only interact with the virtual world and objects, but also with 

their interaction partners. „Collaborative   activities   require   co-actors to articulate – distribute responsibilities, explain, 
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guide, align, clarify misunderstandings  [...]“  [38].  The collaboration can take place in informal encounters as well as in 

more organized regularly cooperating groups [39]. Especially in massive multiplayer games, the number of the 

interacting players influences the interaction type. Nardi and Harris [39] report that the variety of different collaborations 

increases enjoyment of the game as well as provides rich learning opportunities. Another important aspect for the 

interaction between the players is the real-life relationship state. For example, they can be either friends or strangers. It 

was found that compared to playing video games with a stranger, playing with a friend led to greater presence and arousal 

[40].   

Collaboration in augmented reality games has some special characteristics and  challenges.  “The  collaborative  AR  

allows multiple participants to share a physical space surrounding them and a virtual space, visually registered with the 

physical  one” [41]. With regard to gaming, there are several approaches which use AR settings, e.g. the AR2 Hockey 

system [41] allows two players to share the experience of an augmented hockey game and play together as opponents. 

Similarly, one player fights against virtual opponents placed within the game by the second player in the AR-game 

Multiple-Invading Nefarious Demons (MIND; [42]) It is noteworthy that -in contrast to the presented games- in the 

TimeWarp game used for this study two players also play together, but share a mutual goal that can only be achieved 

with cooperation. The players move as a team through the real world and the additionally integrated virtual objects. In 

contrast   to  the  other  games  the  attention  is  not  directed  against  objects  send  by  the  otherwise  “invisible”  player,  but  

may be shared between the collaborator and the augmented reality objects.  

However, there seems to be a lack on research on the influence of collaboration in games on presence in virtual 

environments or augmented reality games. Further, former research widely neglected the influence of the players´ 

relationship status on presence in collaborative game play.  

2.5. Research Questions 

As described earlier, the goal of the study was firstly to identify behavioral elements that are linked to the feeling 

of presence. Therefore, the main research question is:  

RQ1: Which behavioral elements accompany the sensation of presence? 

 

Second, we stated that interactivity can be seen as an influencing component for the sensation of presence. In the 

present study, however, we did not manipulate the interactivity of the game, but aim at examining whether the 

subjectively perceived possibilities for interaction with virtual objects and characters lead to a higher sense of social 

presence. Thus, we hypothesize: 

H1: Participants who report about a greater feeling of being able to interact with the virtual reality also report a 

greater sense of social presence (with regard to virtual characters). 

And third, regarding the collaborative play, we are interested in whether the perceived social presence of the team 

player distracts participants from the augmented reality elements resulting in less social presence of virtual characters. 
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Moreover, we want to examine the influence on the gamers´ relationship status and of socio-demographic variables on 

perceived presence across various dimensions. We thus pose the following hypothesis and research question: 

H2: The concepts social presence of team player and social presence of virtual characters are negatively 

correlated. 

RQ2: Is the experience of presence influenced by the players´ relationship status or their gender? 

 

4. Method 

4.1. The TimeWarp Game 

The underlying story of the TimeWarp game [1] is time travelling. The players are led by chronoguard Agent 

Morgan through the game. They are told to collect the robotic Heinzelmaennchen (characters from a Cologne fairy 

tale, see Figure 1) that are scattered in different time periods which endangers the space time continuum. The universe 

is on the verge of a collapse if the Heinzelmaennchen are not sent to their native time in the 32nd century. The game is 

played collaboratively by two players. Each player is equipped with an Ultra-mobile PC (UMPC) to travel through 

time and interact with the virtual characters and objects. The players share the same goal play in two different modes.  

 

 
Figure 1 Players view of TimeWarp game with augmented objects/characters. 

 

One  device  is  used  by  the  first  player  who  plays  in  the  augmented  reality  mode.  It  is  called  the  “magic  lens”  that  

opens the view into different time periods: the screen shows the camera image from the UMPC and virtual elements 

are rendered on top of it thus creating an AR view of the surroundings. The player´s position is tracked with a 

combination of GPS and inertial and orientation sensors. By aiming the device at virtual elements and pressing a 
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button, the player can start interactions like picking something up or talking to a character. The other UMPC is used by 

the second player as an interactive map showing their current positions and other game elements. Furthermore this 

player can control all dialogues by selecting from multiple-choice options. The players are free to decide who is 

playing in which mode and if and when they want to switch. Heinzelmaennchen appear as yellow dots on the map 

when being approached. Only being in the right time  enables  visual  contact  through  the  “magic  lens”  device,  otherwise  

the Heinzelmaennchen cannot be seen. In such a case time travelling must be initiated by the second player by placing 

a virtual timeportal on the map. Then both players have to physically enter the time portal by walking into it. The 

different time periods (Roman, medieval and future versions of Cologne) can be recognized by time period typical 

buildings and clothing of the Heinzelmaennchen robots. These mechanic creatures are the main characters of the game. 

They have seemingly developed self-consciousness which is shown by emotional and moral behavior like bonding and 

altruism. One task the players have to solve is reuniting two Heinzelmaennchen that want to get married. Opponent to 

the   Heinzelmaennchen   is   Agent  Morgan   who   recruits   the   players   via   a   video   “livestream”   from   the   32nd century. 

Contrary to the computer generated 3D models of the Heinzelmaennchen Agent Morgan is played by an actor. 

Anthropomorphic characteristics are given to the robot Heinzelmaennchen by using voice artists. 

It is important to note that the version of TimeWarp discussed in this paper was tested during 2010 and featured 

changes from an earlier version [1], namely that certain gaming elements and the devices used for interaction had been 

changed to reflect an earlier user study. The game had also been extended into a two-player game. Therefore while 

there are similarities in the underlying mission of the game, its characters and content,  the improvements were among 

other things designed to improve the pace, usability and presence aspects. 

A game session lasts for about 60-90 minutes. To test our research, we therefore decided to choose a definite part 

of the game for the analysis. The chosen part is the wedding of two Heinzelmaennchen robots (see Figure 2). The 

scene has a non-linear   structure  as   it   can  be   started   from   the  groom’s   and   the  bride’s   location.  After   a  greeting   the  

players are asked to reunite the couple and search for and fetch the groom when meeting the bride first. When the 

players meet the groom first they are asked to bring him to the bride. Finally Agent Morgan needs to be convinced to 

wed the couple and the players can attend the ceremony. Afterwards the players are asked to send the 

Heinzelmaennchen back to Agent Morgan which means that their memory would be erased. The other choice 

suggested by the Heinzelmaennchen is to send them into a time zone where they can live peacefully together. 
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Figure 2 Wedding sequence of TimeWarp game. 

 

4.2. Participants 

The sample consisted of 66 participants who played the game. Since there are two play modes, only the players 

who played the augmented reality mode for at least half of the time were chosen (N = 44, 15 females). The participants 

played the game in pairs of two players. They played either in same sex pairs (19 participants in male-male and 4 

participants in female-female pairs) or mixed sex pairs (21 participants). Also there were different combinations of 

how well the pairs knew each other: 17 persons played with strangers, 18 persons knew each other or were friends, and 

9 participants played together with their partner. All of them had experience with computers and most of them (36 

participants) additionally with computer games. 

4.3. Measures  

To measure the experienced presence of the players, a questionnaire was given to the participants. Several aspects 

of the scales used were inspired and adapted by the MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire [43] and contained the 

following aspects of subjective presence ratings:  

Social presence of virtual characters: To measure social presence for virtual figures, five items were added that 

were inspired by the networked minds questionnaire [24] and have been rated on a 7-point  Likert  scale  (Cronbach’s  

alpha = .778). The   items  were  “I   felt   the  presence  of   another  person”,   “I   felt   that   the  person  observed  me  and  was  

aware  of  my  presence”,  “The  person  seemed  alive  to  me”,  “I  perceived  the  person  as  a  computer-generated image, not 

as  a  real  person”,  and  “The  thought  that  the  person  was  not  real  came  often  to  my  mind”. 

Social presence of team partner: The social presence of the team partner was measured by two items which were 

rated on a 7-point  Likert  scale.  The  items  were  “My  team  partner  influenced  my  behavior”,  “Throughout the game I 

was  aware  of  my  team  partner´s  presence.” 
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Willing Suspension of disbelief: From by the MEC questionnaire we added two items of the “willing suspension of 

disbelief subscale”,  namely  “I  didn’t  really  pay  attention  to  the  existence  of  errors or inconsistencies in the game.”  

(reverse),  “I  concentrated  on  whether  there  were  any  inconsistencies  in  the  game.”  The  items were rated using a 7-

point  Likert  scale  (Cronbach’s  alpha  =  .803). 

Involvement: moreover, we included 5 items of the MEC subscale  “higher  cognitive  involvement  (“I thought most 

about  things  having  to  do  with  the  game.”,  “I  imagined  precisely  what  it  must  be  like  to  further  explore  the  time  

presented  in  the  game.”,  “I  kept  wondering  whether  the  presentation  in  the  game  could  have  personal meaning for 

me.”,  “I  thoroughly  considered  what  the  things  in  the  presentation  had  to  do  wgith  one  another.”,  “The  experience  

activated  my  thinking.”) which were rated also on a 7-point Likert-scale (Cronbach’s  alpha  =  .603).   

Immersion: Three items were created that measured the sense of general presence of the game, in particular how 

players felt as they moved between the game at the start and the end of the experience. They were rated on a 7-point 

Likert scale. The items  were  “At  the  end  of  the  game  I  felt  as  if  I  came  back  to  reality”,  “At  the  start  of  the  game  I  felt  

as  if  I  were  entering  a  new  world”,  and  “While  playing  the  game  I  felt  as  if  I  were  part  of  a  game  that  was  not  part  of  

the  reality”. 

Virtual interaction: Two items measured the feeling of how much the player was able to interact with virtual 

content. They were rated on a 7-point  Likert   scale   (Cronbach’s   alpha  =   .774). The   items  were   “I   felt   as   if   I   could  

interact  with  virtual  objects”  and  “I  felt  as  if  I  could  interact  with  virtual  persons”. 

Originally, the latter was intended to contain not only interaction with virtual objects/persons, but also with real 

objects,  therefore,  a  third  item  was  created  (“I  felt  as  if  I  could  interact  with  real  objects”).  However,  due  to  reasons  of  

reliability  (Cronbach’s  alpha with this item = .616), the third item was excluded. Descriptive statistics tell us, that this 

is due to a much lower feeling of possible interaction with real objects (M=4.07, SD=1.85) than with virtual objects 

(M=4.91, SD=1.54) or persons (M=5.20, SD=1.46). With regard to presence this also means that the virtual interaction 

is more related to the experience of the game. 

Temporal presence: Four items were developed to measure temporal presence which means the feeling of how 

much the player felt present in the time of the game. They were rated on a 7-point  Likert  scale  (Cronbach’s  alpha  =  

.799).  The  following  items  were  created:  “I  visited  the  future”,  “I  visited  the  past”,  “I  visited  the  presence”,  and  “I  felt  

a time shift when moved  through  time  periods”. 

Behavioral measures: For the behavioral measures video records of the players playing the game were made. The 

wedding scene was chosen due to the fact that this scene was particularly often referenced as the scene with the most 

immersive story. The categories that were coded were chosen because they occur in interactions in everyday life and 

are assumed to occur in interaction with virtual content as well when presence is experienced. Emotional reactions 

were used as variables as well because research found that they are connected to the experience of presence [4]. In the 

coding process the number of how often each behavior was shown was specified. Variables that were coded from the 

recordings include the following verbal and nonverbal reactions shown in relation to virtual content: 
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 laughing as a reaction to virtual content,  

 verbal answer in a dialogue with virtual content,  

 commenting the virtual content,  

 smiling about virtual content,  

 acoustic sound as a reaction to virtual content,  

 turning towards virtual figure, and  

 pointing to virtual content.  

 

Noteworthy  for  the  verbal  variables  is  the  fact,  that  the  player’s  were  aware  that  speech  was  not  recognized  by  

the system as all interaction was handled via multiple-choice options.  Hence,   all   of   the  players’   reactions  were  not  

necessary for playing the game. 

Moreover, we concentrated on verbal and nonverbal behaviors related to the collaborative play with the team partner:  

 giving verbal directions, 

 “we”-statements, 

 “I”-statements, 

 look at each other. 

4.4. Procedure 

Participants were introduced to the game and the technology used by a tutorial level moderated by Agent Morgan. 

Then the game was played for 60-90 minutes and the participants were recorded on video the whole time. Afterwards, 

a questionnaire followed with questions containing the participant’s  socio-demographic data, the described measures, 

and several additional questions. This was followed by an open interview about the experiment that will not be 

discussed in this paper. 

5. Results 

As a precondition for the other calculations, the group of participants was tested for homogeneity. Since the 

participants contained persons who played the augmented reality mode from half of the play time till throughout the 

whole game, it was tested if these groups differ systematically from each other. Four ANOVAS were conducted with 

the mostly played mode as the independent and the four presence aspects social presence, temporal presence, 

immersion, and virtual interaction as independent factors. No difference was found, therefore, they can be treated as 

one group. 

In general the game TimeWarp was able to induce a sense of presence during the play. The means of the subjective 

presence measures hint to neutral or positive presence ratings. Especially two aspects, virtual interaction and the social 
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presence of the team partner, show a strong sense of presence (for specific values see Table 1). The means of the 

behavior shown differ strongly dependent of the participants. As can be seen in the values for standard deviations some 

participants showed behavior very often whereas most participants almost showed no or very few behavior in 

interaction with the virtual content. Most commonly were reactions as laughing, smiling, and commenting the virtual 

content (see values in Table 2). 

In sum, the descriptive statistics suggest that this behavior is shown while the players felt the sensation of 

presence. 

 

Table 1 Means of Presence Ratings 

 M SD 

Social presence of virtual characters 3.73 1.31 

Social presence of team partner 5.85 1.13 

Willing suspension of disbelief 3.99 1.42 

Higher cognitive involvement 4.39 0.99 

Temporal presence 3.93 1.35 

Immersion 4.34 1.04 

Virtual interaction 5.05 1.35 

 

 

Table 2 Means of Behavioral Measures 

 M SD 

Laughing as a reaction to VC 3.98 2.96 

Verbal answer in a dialogue with VC 1.20 1.61 

Commenting the VC 7.68 4.16 

Smiling about VC 2.98 2.68 

Acoustic sound as a reaction to VC 1.55 1.53 

Turning towards virtual figure 1.12 1.53 

Pointing to virtual content 1.34 2.12 

Giving verbal directions, 1.95 1.76 

“we”-statements, 4.36 3.66 

“I”-statements, 1.95 1.76 

Look at each other. 4.25 2.21 
Abbreviation: VC = virtual content   
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5.1 Comparing self-report measures & behavioral measures 
To test the relation between self-reported presence and behavioral elements shown (RQ1) correlations between the 

aspects social presence of virtual characters, social presence of team partner, temporal presence, immersion, higher 

cognitive involvement, willing suspense of disbelief, and virtual interaction and the coding from the video records were 

conducted. 

For social presence of virtual characters and for social presence of the team partner no significant correlations 

occurred. There were also no significant correlations of behavioral measures with immersion, involvement or willing 

suspense of disbelief.  

For temporal presence a correlation was found for the  behavior  “pointing  to  something”  (r=-.388, p=.009, N=44). 

So participants who felt a stronger sense of temporal presence pointed less often to objects and vice versa. 

No significant correlations emerged for immersion. 

The last presence aspect, virtual interaction, correlated negatively with two behavioral measures:   “pointing to 

virtual content”   (r=-.392, p=.009; N=44)   and   “verbal   answer   in   a   dialogue   with   virtual   content”   (r=-.332, p=.028, 

N=44). Therefore, participants who felt a stronger sense of the possibility to interact with virtual content gave less 

verbal answers to the virtual content and pointed less often to objects.  

 

To examine if presence can be predicted by behavior, regression analyses were conducted. The behavioral 

measures from the video recordings were tested as predictors for the presence aspects social presence of virtual 

characters, social presence of team partner, higher cognitive involvement, willing suspense of disbelief, temporal 

presence, immersion, and virtual interaction. None of the behavioral measures could predict social presence of virtual 

characters or the team partner. Nor were behavioral meausres found to be predictors for involvement or willing 

suspense of disbelief. For temporal presence “pointing to virtual content”  was  identified as a predictor (see Table 3). 

Therefore, from the degree of how much participants point to objects it can be predicted how much they feel present at 

the time of the game.  

 

Table 3 Stepwise regression for Temporal presence 

 B Se B Beta Sig 

Step 1     

Constant 4.256 0.225   

Pointing to virtual 

content 

-0.246 0.090 -.388 .009 

Note: R  = .150 for step 1, (ps>.05). 
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Immersion could not be predicted by any of the behavioral measures. The best predictor for virtual interaction was 

“pointing to virtual content”  and  was in  a  second  step  followed  by  “verbal  answer  in  a  dialogue  with  virtual  content” 

(see Table 4).  

Table 4 Stepwise regression for Virtual Interaction 

 B Se B Beta Sig 

Step 1     

Constant 5.391 0.225   

Pointing to virtual 

content 

-0.249 0.090 -.392 .009 

Step 2     

Constant 5.762 0.253   

Pointing to virtual 

content 

-0.260 0.085 -.409 .004 

Verbal answer in a 

dialogue with virtual 

content 

-1.182 0.447 -.351 .012 

Note:  R²  =  .153  for  step  1,  ΔR²  =.123  for  step  2  (ps>.05). 

 

 

5.3 The influence of perceived virtual interactivity on social presence 
To test whether interactivity within the game influences the sensation of presence (H1) we first conducted a 

correlation analysis between virtual interaction and social presence of virtual characters. We found a positive 

correlation between the two aspects (r=.379, p=.011, N=44). A following regression analysis showed according to H1 

that virtual interaction significantly predicted social presence of virtual characters, b = .379, t(42) = 2.65, p < .011. 

Virtual interaction also explained a significant proportion of variance for social presence of virtual characters, R2 = .14, 

F(1, 44) = 7.046, p < .011. 

 

5.2 The influence of socio-demographics and collaborative game play on presence 
The socio-demographic data that was collected was also tested in terms of influencing the results (RQ2). ANOVAs 

were calculated to test a difference between men and women, mixed- or same-sex pairs and if the two players knew 

each other, were a couple, or did not know each other at all. No significant results were found.  

With regard to the question whether the social presence of the team player distracts participants from the virtual 

content of the game resulting in less social presence of virtual characters we did not find a correlation indicating that 

the two social presence concepts co-existed and did not influence each other.  
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6. Discussion 

One objective of this study was to identify relationships between objective and subjective measures of presence 

within a location-aware augmented reality game. In our study we compared the results from the questionnaire with the 

codings from the video recordings. We identified links between two behavioral measures and subjective data that 

occurred in   both   the   correlations   and   the   regression  models:   “pointing to virtual content”   and   to   some   degree   also  

“verbal   answer   in   a   dialogue   with   virtual   content”.   These   results   were   found   regardless   of   the   player’s   socio  

demographic data. The role of these two behavioral elements will be discussed in the context of the calculations made. 

The items that were not correlated with any presence aspects were “laughing   as   a   reaction   to   virtual   content”,  

“commenting  the  virtual  content”,  “smiling  about  virtual  content”,  “making a sound  as  a  reaction  to  virtual  content”,  

and  “turning  towards  virtual  figure”.  This might be true due to the fact that these items contain behavior that is shown 

more subconscious than answering or pointing. For example smiling and laughing are often activated automatically 

and may therefore occur in both strong and weak states of presence.  

The first result was a combination of pointing and both the feeling of being in the time of the game and the ability 

to interact with the virtual person. As Slater, Usoh, and Chrysanthou [27] have already mentioned, pointing to 

something can be interpreted as an indicator for presence. The experimental setting of this study, however, differed 

strongly from the setting of Slater  et  al.’s  study.  In the TimeWarp game all interactions with virtual objects can solely 

be executed through the UMPC interface. The negative correlation between pointing and the presence measured 

suggests that in the case of this game pointing is a result of a distraction (e.g. pointing to virtual or real objects) of the 

game´s interaction mode. Since both the feeling of being in the time and being able to interact with virtual content are 

not directly semantically related to pointing, pointing might be in general a good indicator for presence. Especially the 

case of temporal presence shows that pointing has an influence on the feeling of presence that is not caused by an 

obvious connection. 

The second result was the negative correlation between the feeling of being able to interact with a virtual character 

and  being  able  to  “speak  with  them”.  It should be noted again that all dialogues were controlled by selecting one of 

several offered multiple-choice options, there was no voice recognition or any other incentive for the players to 

actually directly talk to the virtual characters. Therefore, a stronger sense of the ability to interact with the virtual 

content via the interface made the participants use less verbal language. A possible explanation for this may be that if 

the participants are deeper in the game´s own interaction mode (via the UMPC interface) and respect the rules of the 

interaction more seriously, these participants have a strong sense of presence.  

The regression analysis revealed a predictive characteristic of the same behavioral items for the presence aspect 

virtual interaction and temporal presence. Both concepts could be predicted by the pointing behavior of the 

participants and the feeling of the possibility to interact with virtual content was additionally predicted negatively by 

verbal answers in a dialogue with the virtual content. This as well suggests a more general influence on the feeling of 
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presence for both talking and especially pointing during a game which can be distracting and not efficiently using the 

interaction system which solely relies on using the given interface.  

These findings differ strongly from Slater et al. [27] who showed that pointing was an indicator for the experience 

of presence. We assume that the explanatory power of behavioral measures depends greatly on the interaction mode 

during the (game) experience. While in TimeWarp pointing was not an effective interaction behavior, the setting in 

Slater et al. required pointing to real and virtual objects. We assume that pointing in general is a reliable behavior to 

measure the sensation of presence, however, the setting and the associated interaction requirements have to be taken 

into account. Same counts for the occurrence of verbal interaction. Future research should foster our insights in how 

these behaviors are linked to the experience of presence and investigate more systematically different interaction 

modes.  

With regard to the influence of interactivity on presence, we were able to show that regardless of an actual 

manipulation of interactivity, the subjective perception of interaction possibilities with virtual elements of the game 

influenced the perceived social presence of virtual characters. This suggests that players evaluate the same interaction 

possibilities provided in our game very differently - a finding that should be taken into account in further investigations 

on the influence of interactivity on presence. 

Contrary to our hypothesis we found that a high social presence of the team partner during game play did not 

distract participants from the virtual content and did not diminish the social presence towards virtual characters. 

Moreover, we investigated the role of socio-demographic variables and of the relationships status of the players. We 

found that the participants´ gender, the fact whether they played in same-sex pairs or mixed-sex pairs as well as their 

relationship status did not influence the experience of presence, although prior research suggests that game play with 

friends leads to higher enjoyment and arousal [40].  

However, the results of the study are subject to some limitations. Firstly, the sample size was limited due to 

reasons of expense (each run took around two hours in total). A bigger sample could strengthen the results. Also, there 

was no examination of age differences since age was not systematically tested. The fact that the game was played as a 

two player game is methodologically not as strong, but was necessary due to reasons of safety and collaboration. 

However, it was found in this study that the quota how much the players played in each mode had no impact on the 

results. Nevertheless, future research could conduct a similar investigation that uses a single-player game. However, an 

assumption for a single-player setting could be that the players use less speech and pointing gestures in general, 

because no real person stimulates a conversation or nonverbal interaction.  

Another limitation that has to be acknowledged concerns the video analysis. Here as well due to reasons of expense, 

the analysis was limited to only one scene, although the self-report of presence that was measured with the 

questionnaire displayed the feeling of presence at the end of the game when all scenes had been played. It may be 

possible that other scenes in the game influenced the sensation of presence more than the wedding scene. Therefore 

future evaluation approaches could focus on measuring presence at various points during the experience and not 
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simply at the end. Also it would be interesting to use different types of complete presence scales and to compare the 

results. Additionally, future research could change the design of such a study into an experimental setting, to proof if 

the correlations found are still consistent after manipulation. 

Because the study as a whole lasted more than two hours on average we used a very shortened version of the 

traditional presence questionnaires (Networked Minds Questionnaire [24]; MEC Questionnaire [43]) resulting in quite 

low reliability for higher cognitive involvement. We suggest using full subscales for better reliability of the self-

reported measures in further studies.  

The paper presented a study about behavioral and subjective measures of presence. However, the behavioral 

measures that are relevant for this game are context specific and are not necessarily relevant for every game. It is 

noteworthy that from the variety of behavioral measures which were both related to the virtual content and to the 

collaboration partner only few measures were able to predict merely a few presence self-report measures. 

Additionally, the genre of the chosen game needs to be taken into account as well. For example in an augmented 

reality game the player has a systematically different experience than in a virtual environment. The sensation of 

presence in an AR game includes both the real and virtual space. Therefore, the findings of this paper might only be 

true for AR games and differ in virtual environments.  

Conclusions 

The study presented focused on the question which behavioral elements accompany the sensation of presence. 

Results  showed  in  different  tests  the  behaviors  “verbal  answer  in  dialogue  with  virtual  content”  and  “pointing to virtual 

content” to be connected negatively to the experience of temporal presence and virtual interaction, respectively. While 

especially pointing has been proven to be connected positively to the sensation of presence before it remains unclear in 

which settings pointing and verbal interaction is a positive or negative indicator for presence. However, in conclusion 

it can be said that there are behavioral elements that are connected to a self-reported sense of presence.  
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